An essential subproblem in the study of invariants of homogeneous matrix pencils SF -iG under bilinear strict equivalence is the study of complex projective equivalence (PE), gr,, defined on the set 6, of complex homogeneous binary polynomials of fixed homogeneous degree k. For an f( s, 5) E C,, the study of invariants of the PE class &J f) is reduced to a study of invariants of matrices of the set Cz X2 (m x 2 matrices with all 2 x 2 minors nonzero) under extended Her-mite equivalence (EHE), &n. For the equivalence class 8&T), T E Cg ", it is shown that if m = 1,2,3 then
number of problems in linear systems are reduced to the study of differential systems S( F, G) [l] of the form
S(F,G):Fi(t)=Gx(t),
F,GER"'X", (1.1) and thus their properties are characterized by the pencil SF -G. The classical theory of invariants of matrix pencils [2] is central in establishing invariants and canonical forms of linear systems under different transformation groups [ 13, 141 , as well as in providing a characterization of the different types of invariant subspaces of linear systems [15] . The central feature of the classical matrix pencil theory is the theory of strict equivalence (SE) [2, 31. The recent developments in the theory of extended state space, or singular, systems (see [ll, 121 and references therein) have emphasized the importance of system properties at infinity, and thus in turn the properties of SF -G at s = 00. A natural way of dealing with properties at s = cx, is to use bilinear transformations; such techniques have led to the introduction of dual pencils [I, 121 obtained from the original pencil under bilinear transformations. Apart from linear system applications, bilinear transformations on matrix pencils have also been used in the context of conditioning the generalized eigenvalue-eigenvector problem [16] . The theory of matrix pencils under SE is well developed [2] ; however, apart from some early results [3] , matrix pencil theory under the combined action of the bilinear and SE groups is far from being well developed. Extending the classical theory (under SE) of invariants and canonical form to the case of bilinear strict equivalence (BSE) is important for both linear systems and numerical analysis applications.
The homogeneous pencil SF -s^G is the natural tool for the study of properties of SF -G for finite and infinite values of s [2, 31. SE transformations on SF -s^G represent coordinate transformations in the domain and codomain of the pair (F, G). The study of properties over C u {cc }, or over the Riemann sphere, suggests the investigation of its properties under projective transformations on a straight line, or under bilinear transformations. Some early results on the properties of the SE invariants under bilinear transformations may be found in 131. In the search for a complete set of invariants of matrix pencils under BSE, it has been shown [4] that an essential part of this study is the definition of a complete set of invariants of a set of real homogeneous binary polynomials under real projective equivalence, 8:.
The study of BSE on matrix pencils motivates the study of invariants of complex homogeneous innary polynomials of fixed homogeneous degree k, C,, under complex projective equivalence (EP), ~9~. This problem is equivalent to the following problem: Given two finite sets of points of C U {CO}, find the conditions under which they may be mapped by a complex bilinear transformation. For an f(s, s^) E C k, it is shown that the list of degrees of the elementary divisors, y(f), of f( , ) s s^ is an invariant of the equivalent class E,(f).
The search for additional invariants of &r,(f) is reduced to a linear algebra problem, that is, the study of extended Hermite equivalence (EHE), &eeH, which is defined on the set C * mx2 of m X 2 matrices with all 2 X 2 minors nonzero. If 8&T)
is the EHE class of T E Cgx2, it is shown that 8&T) = C pxz for the cases m = 1,2,3. For the case m > 4, it is shown that &en(T) is characterized by a complete invariant, which is defined as a set of vectors of C 3, defined as the set 9(T) of Plucker vectors on T. Finally, the results on EHE are applied to the study of invariants of class 8,< f). It is shown that, apart from y(f), a new invariant is defined by the set of Plucker vectors, 9(f), constructed from some matrix Tf associated with f E 6 k. 9'(f) is an invariant modulo permuted collinearity. For certain special cases, the set {Y(f), S(f)] d e ines f a complete invariant for &iJ f). Throughout the paper we shall use the following notation: If 9 is a field, 4 "nXn denotes the set of m x n matrices with elements from 9. We shall denote by r~, or (n), the set of integers { 1,2,. . . , n }. (& denotes the set of lexicographically ordered, strictly increasing sequences of k integers from (n). If {Xi,..., xk } is a set of vectors of a vector space V, then x1 A . . . A xk denotes their exterior product. If H E .P"x" and r >, min{ m, n}, then C,(H) denotes the rth compound matrix of H. Finally, if a property is said to be true for i E 9, this means that it is true for all 1~ i < n.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Let C, be the set of all complex homogeneous binary polynomials of homogeneous degree k, in all possible indeterminates (s, 3). The aim of this paper is the study of invariants of the orbits obtained by the action of the general projective group on the straight line, PGL(l,C), on C,.
It is known [6] that an n-dimensional projective space tP,( 9) over a field fl is a set of entities (usually called the points of the space) that admits of a certain class { 9' } of representations by homogeneous coordinates (xe. Xi'. . ., x,) in St; this class is such that if 9a is any representation, the whole class ! .9? ) consists of all those representations that can be obtained from Se, by nonsingular linear transformations ri = C~_O~ikxk, i = 0, 1,. . . , n. Thus, the representations R of lP'J.9) are connected by a group of transformations, referred to as the general projective group and denoted by PGL(n; 9). In the case where the projective space is the projective straight line on the compact&d complex plane C U {co} (n = 1, 9 = C), the class (PE) . The PE class of f(s, s1) is denoted by gp,<f). The aim of the paper is to define new sets of invariants [S] for the &r,(f) orbit. The origins of PE go back to the classical work on the algebraic theory of invariants [7] ; however, apart from some preliminary results on the effect of PGL (l,C) on the factorization properties of f(s, s^), no complete set of invariants for &r,(f) has been defined so far. It will be shown that the characterization of the class gr,( f) by invariants is equivalent to a problem of algebraic projective geometry [6] , namely: find the necessary and sufficient conditions under which two sets of points of Q= u {co} may be mapped under a projective transformation /3 E PGL(l,Q=).
PRELIMINARY RESULTS
The study of PE on Q=, may be reduced to a problem of linear algebra, that is, the study of extended Hermite equivalence [4] on a subset of matrices of cmx2. Some notation and preliminary results are given in this section. has pi elements, and 9*( f > will be referred to as the *-representation of 9( f ). By Proposition 3.1 the following result is readily established. This result expresses the covariance property of 9(f) under PE and reduces the study of invariants of g&f) to the study of properties of 9(f) under a common /_i E PGL(l,C). Before we proceed, we state an obvious remark and introduce some notation. (ii) An ordering of the elements of Bi(f) is defined by any permutation V( LS?~( f)) of its elements, and the set of all such permutations is denoted by (ai( Every P ermutation of the elements of B'(f) of the type npqf)) f { +qf));...; dgv(f)):
defines a rwrnuzl ordering of 4?(f), and the set of all such permutations will be denoted by (S?(f)).
(iii) Let r(.%Yf)) = {4.?Jl(f));.
. . ; 49"(f))} E (g(f)), where r(.6Si(f))= {(yji,S$p,), j=l,2,...,p,}
~(.@~(f)).
A n-basis matrix of f( s, s^) is defined by E Q=P,~~. (3.2d) q will be called the order of f and is the number of distinct roots. The above result reduces the study of invariants of ~9~(f) to a linear algebra problem, namely, finding the conditions under which there exists a QEF2, IQ] f 0, and a set { ci, ci EC -(0)) such that (3.4) holds true. Note that 9*(f) = {9,,(f);. ..; Sr,{f)} corresponds to a set of points B= {Pr;...; PY}, gi= {Pi,,..., Pi+,},i~_v,ofC~{~}witheverypointin pi having multiplicity pi. Thus, the problem of defining a complete set of invariants for &r(f) is equivalent to the following problem of algebraic projective geometry [6]: Given two sets of points A,, A, of C U {co}, find the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a /3 E PGL(l,C) such that A, is mapped to A2 under p; This problem will be referred to as the general linear mapping problem (GLMP) on C U {co}.
Before we proceed to the study of solvability of (3.4) we note: REMARK 3.3. Let T = [tr,t,] = TT sCqx2 be any r-basis matrix of f(s, s^), and let (li, rj) be any pair of rows (i f j) of T. Then {TV, rj} are linearly independent for all (i, j); equivalently, we may say that all components of the multivector t i A t s are nonzero.
If A ECHO', q > I, and the vector C,(A) has all its components nonzero, then A will be called entirely nonsingular. The set of all entirely nonsingular matrices in C qx' will be denoted by Czx'.
EXTENDED HERMITE EQUIVALENCE
The solvability of Equation (3.4) plays a key role in our attempt to characterize &r,(f) by a complete set of invariants. This relation defines a notion of equivalence on matrices of Czx2, and it is examined in this section. 
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Clearly, (4.1) defines an equivalence relation on C kxZ, and the equivalence class of T E C kX2 will be denoted by 6'J T). Defining necessary and sufficient conditions for solvability of (4.1) (when T,, T, are given) is equivalent to finding a complete set of invariants for the class E,,(T). This problem is examined next for the case of entirely nonsingular matrices (Ctx2). n It has emerged from the discussion so far that the cases k = 1,2,3 are trivial as far as matrices from Czx2 are concerned. In the following we examine the general case of EHE on the set Cix2, k > 4. Note that the problem of finding the conditions under which the system of equations (4.1) may be solved is essentially a problem of exterior algebra [9] ; that is, given a matrix determine the conditions under which there exists a matrix F = diag{ ci } E C kxk such that C,(F) = diag{ cw }. Some useful notation and definitions from exterior algebra are given first. {~~=(i,,i,,..., irndl, i, ) , 02=(il,i2,...,im_l,inl+l)r 03=(il,i2,...,im_l,im+2),~q=(i2,i3,...,inl_l,imitn+l) , Wg= (i2, i3, ..., im_l, im, im+2), ~6=(i2~i3, ..., ~rn_~, ~m+l~~m+2) }. will be called the set of r-prime quadruples of Q4,k. For each prime quadruple +V E @l, k there is a corresponding triangle, SC&,, of sequences of Q 2, k, which is based on c#B,, and will be called an r-prime triangle of $, E @i, k.
The set of all r-prime triangles will be denoted by Aa;, k. Thus, A@;, k = { I%#+: SC#B, = { ol= (i,,i,), w2=(i,,i3), u3=(il,i4) ,
w4=(i2,i3), wS=(i,,il), o,=(i,,i,)} v+~ =(i,,&,i,,i,) E Q&j. (4.6b) (iv) If TECHIE, k>4, g(T)=[ . . . . a, ,... ]EC ' ( 1 w = (il, i2) E Q2,k, and r E (k) is fixed, then we define as the set of r-prime'Pliicker vectors of T the set of vectors ofX3 given by 443
We may illustrate the above definition by the following example:
Let T E C5x2, and let r = 1 E (5) = { 1,2,3,4,5}. 
.]EC ' w=(i, i,)EQ,, ii
where a is the 2 x 2 minor of T that corresponds to d = (i,, i2 ; rows, then the set ofUl-prime Plucker vectors of T is defined by REMARK 4.3. The triangles of sequences of Q,, nr m + 2 < n, are used for the derivation of the three term quadratic Plucker relationships (QPR), characterizing decomposability of multivectors of C (G) [9] . By definition g(T) is decomposable, and thus for every 8~~ E A@? the components of the corresponding r-prime Plucker vector, p( &#I,.), of T satisfy a three term QPR, i.e. aw,aws -au2aW5 + aw3awI = 0.
(4.8)
Before we proceed to the statement of the main result of this section, we introduce some further notation.
NOTATION.
Letk,rEZ+,r<k,and(k;r)A{l,..., r-l,r+l,..., k}. By Qi,jk_ i we denote the lexicographically ordered set of all strictly increasing sequences of two integers chosen from (k; r). Ql,)k_l has k-l elements, and it is the subset of Q2,k i 1 2 sequences such that for all w = (i 1, iz) E Q 2, k> r @ {i,, i2>. BY Q;,lk we denote the set of all sequences w = (jr, j2, j,) E Qs,k such that r E { ji, j2, j,}. Clearly, Q;!k is appropriately inserting r in its elements, and thus it has
We may state the main result of this section. 
Proof.
We prove the result for r = 1; the proof for a general r E (k) is identical. We prove the result for k = 4, and by induction we establish the general case. In the following we shall denote by c, = a ",/a ',, C, = a',/a ", The set of (4.12~) defined for a.ff (1, i,, i,, i4) E ai,_ is clearly equivalent to (4.12b). Thus, if the set (4.12~) holds true, the conditions (4.12b) are satisfied and a set of ci may be defined by (4.12a) with cr arbitrary. Following a procedure as like that with k = 4 for (4.1Ob), it is readily shown that for each (1, i,, i,, i4), (4.12~) is equivalent to The property of the g,i, i = 1,2, described by (4.9) will be referred to as collinearity of the Plucker vectors, whereas the sets gr', gr2 will be called collinear, and this fact wiU be denoted by Y,.'%?@~.
REMARK 4.4. If for some r E (k) one has grl %'! g,", then this implies that for any other j E (k) we also have YJ! V[ 9:. Thus, to test EHE of T' E Ctx2, k > 4, i = 1,2, it is enough to check collinearity for r = 1.
COROLLARY

The set 9, of Pliicker vectors that correspond to any index r E (k) is a complete invariant (m&do X E C -{ 0}) for the cluss g&T),
TEQ=, , . kx2 k > 4 For the case k > 5, the set of vectors in gr is complete but not un independent set of invariants.
Any subset 9; of 9: is clearly an invariant of 8&T). 9; will be called complete and independent invariant of 8&T), if there is no proper subset 9;' of 9,' which is a complete invariant of E,,(T). The problem of defining a complete and independent invariant is considered next. Finding the minimal number of relationships of the above type such that the conditions (4.13) hold true is equivalent to finding a complete and independent subset of pi.
DEFINITION 4.3. Let Q& be the set of all l-prime quadruples of sequences of Q4,k, and let Q= {wi, imp, wj~Q&, wi< .a. <a,} be a lexicographically ordered subset of Q&. * (i) If w=(l,i,,i,, s i ) E Qi!k, then we define the list of w as the set 2(w) h {(i,, is), (i,, is), (is, is)}. We define the list of &? as the set U(n) c Z(Wi>...> y) = U(w,)U . . . u qt.LyJ, where in the union repeated elements are represented only once.
(ii) C! will be called connected if
(ii) 52 will be called complete if it is connected and (iv) f2 will be called independent if for any oj E f2 and any subset Cl'= (&Ii,'..., wip } of D such that oj 4 52' we have that 9( oj) 65 =!Z(Q').
(v) If o is complete and independent, it will be called canonical.
n REMARK 4.5. If ti is independent, then for all i E p we have Z(o, ,..., wi_i) c LY(ol ,..., w~_~, oi), i.e., 2'(01 ,..., w~_~) is a-proper subset of .~(w~,...,o~_~, oi), and the set will be referred to as strictly increasing. PROPOSITION 4.3. Let 9= {oj, ~j=(l,il,i,,i,)EQ&, j~p, oi< . . . < a,,} be a canonical set of l-prime quadruples. The set of th>ee term relationships (4.14) based on all w = (1, i,, i,, i3 ) E 52 is a minimal set that implies (4.13).
The proof of Proposition 4.3 is readily established and thus it is omitted, Note that Proposition 4.3 and Definition 4.3 are valid for the general sets of r-prime quadruples Qljk. DEFINITION 4.4. Let Q4,k '1 be the set of all r-prime quadruples of Q4,k, and let 1 E (k), 1# T. The subset of all sequences in Q& which contain the 1 integer will be denoted by Qi; $ and will be called an (r, 1 )-system of Q4, k. n REMARK 4.6. Q,l$) is the lexicographically ordered set which is constructed from the set oi;$_, of all strictly increasing sequences of two integers taken from (k; r, Z) = { 1,. . . , r -1, r + 1,. . . , 2 -1,Z + 1,. . . , k} by inserting I, r in the appropriate positions. Thus, Ql;[] has the same number of elements as Ql;:',, i.e. k-2 ( 1 2 *
The importance of (r, I)-systems of Q4,k is due to the following result.
PROPOSITION 4.4. Any (r, Z)-system of Q4,k is a canonical set.
The above result may be readily established from the construction of Q;;$ and Definition 4.3. The (r, I)-system Ql:$ of Q4,k defines three term relationships of the type (4.14) and these in turn define a subset of Plucker vectors of the set 9,,. This subset will be denoted by 9,,,, and will be called an For every T E C ix', k > 4, and every w E Q4, k there is a Plucker vector p(w). The set 9(T) = {p(w), w E Q4, k } will be called the set of PZticker vectors of T.
REMARK 4.7. The set 9(T) is a complete invariant for 8&T).
A NEW SET OF INVARIANTS FOR PROJECTIVE EQUIVALENCE
By Proposition 3.3 it follows that the study of PE is reduced to an equivalent problem of EHE on matrices of Cl" with the additional condition that permutations of the rows of the matrices are also allowed. In defining a complete set of invariants for PE, it is clear that we have to examine the effect of permutations on the invariants of EHE.
Let IIk be the set of all permutations of (k), let 71 E Ilk, and let 171 E R kxk be the corresponding permutation matrix. If T E Cix2, then we shall denote T" k [ Before we proceed to the general case we define: DEFINITION 5.1. Let II4, II k be the sets of permutations of (4), (k) respectively.
(i) If irfZlI,, nEIIk, w E Q4,k, and $0) = (j,, j,, j3, j,), then ?? will be called the restriction of r on o and denoted by VT,, if the indices in %( w ) are ordered in the same way they appear in a(k).
(ii) Given a set of permutations there is always a bijection A'~, k : A@' -+ Q4, k which is defined by the (Fi> iT,(Oi))> Wi E Q4.k. Such ~I'I d4.k will be called a system of permutations for Q4,k. It will be called r-generated, and denoted by &$, if there exists a 7~ E Ilk such that $ = rU,, Vq E Q4,k. Czx2 have the same set of rows, and by Lemma 5.1, p2(w)%?r*p2(~Jw)) VW E Q4, k. If the rows of T2 and T," are numbered in the same way, then clearly r induces a bijection v: Q4, k + Q4, k; in fact, for every set w of rows of T,, this set appears in T," as an ordered set r,(w) and thus corresponds to a uniquely defined p E Q4, k and vice versa. From sl( T,") V, 9(T,) and p2(o)Vl*p2(~Jw)), (5.2) follows. Part (ii) readily follows from the fact that -@+:k={% ¶ , w E Q4 k} is a r-generated system. Sufficiency is proved by reversing the arguments.
n Part (i) of the above result describes the permuted collinearity property of 9,, sl,, which will be denoted by 9, %?r* pa. Part (ii) describes an additional property of the permuted collinearity of 9,, 9,, that is, there exists r E Ilk such that 9, Vl* g2 implies 9': V, g2.
By combining the above results with those of Section 3 we may characterize the class &r,(f) by a set of invariants. In the following, for an f E C k we shall denote by y(f) its order (number of distinct roots), by x(f) its list, and by S(f) the set of Pliicker vectors defined for some a-basis matrix Ty. The subset of permutations of 111,, 9 = y(f), defined by (3.2~) will be denoted by fiIg and it is, clearly defined by the structure of y(f).
In fact, if f( fi) = j( fi) then II9 is the same for both fi and fi. is an invariant modulo permuted collinearity for E,(f). The set {Af ); S(f )I, in g eneral, is not a complete set of invariants for 8&f ), since condition (iii) of Theorem 5.1 is not implied by (i) and (ii). 
CONCLUSIONS
The equivalence class 8&f ), f E C,, has been characterized by invariants, namely, the list f(f) and the set of Pliicker vectors 421( f ). The Pliicker vectors in g(f)
are invariants modulo permuted collinearity. For the general case 9 B 5, the set { P(f ); ,Af )} is not a complete invariant or, &p< f ), since g( f,) 'i4,* 9(fi) does not guarantee the existence of a r E IIq such that @"(fi) Vl S(fa). Additional invariants are needed for the complete characterization of gp(f). The present results may be extended to the case of projective equivalence under a real bilinear transformation p. Such a study is an integral part of the study of invariants of matrix pencils under real bilinear strict equivalence. The study of invariants of matrix pencils under BSE has interesting applications in both system theory and numerical analysis. In fact, the classification of system properties under both feedback and frequency domain transformations, as well as the construction of appropriate dual formulations of problems, relies heavily on such a theory. Given that the condition number of the generalized eigenvalueeigenvector problem varies under bilinear equivalence, it seems that the problem of its "optimal" conditioning also depends on the theory of invariants of matrix pencils under BSE. The results in this paper, on the projective equivalence of homogeneous binary polynomials, thus contribute to the development of a theory of invariants of matrix pencils under BSE.
